
FOOTSTEPS TO BETTER PEDIATRIC CARE

Pathways



Pathway begins…
INFANT AND CHILD CPR ARE THE INTRODUCTION

2 fingers in-between 
the nipple line

1 breath every 
3 seconds



Pathway grows…..

 EMT Class teaches us
 They aren’t just small adults

 The head is larger than the body

 The tongue is big and the airway is tiny

 What EMT class doesn’t teach you about pediatrics
 How to manage this person that is not a small adult

 How to handle screaming parents/grandparents

 How to look an abuser in the eye when they lied to you and a child has 
a permanent brain injury



Pathway 
continues

 Why do we seem to not think about the patient 
that scares us the most?

 Why do we not train on the patient that scares 
us the most?

 Why do we relive events after runs on patients 
that scare us the most?

 Why….because if we ignore the problem, it 
goes away! Right??



wrong



Pathway Continues you don’t know what you don’t 
know !
is that an excuse or a reason 
to learn?

 It’s all rainbows and unicorns….until 
it’s not!

 Dead kids come in all shapes and 
sizes
 From neonate to 18 

 When is the best time to train on a 
pediatric patient?
 IN A SIMULATION – NOT ON A 

SCENE!



Pathway Continues

 From 1997-2016 we were confident in the equipment provided to us.  
 PALS/PEPP 
 Pediatric Simulation training
 Protocol Testing
 Broselow Tape



Pathway Continues



Pathway
Continues

 Research completed
 Neo-Tee

 Neonatal equipment
 Size 0 and 00 Laryngoscope blades

 Size 2.0 and 1.5 ET tubes

 Neonatal Electrodes

 Neonatal Training Baby
 And we trained

 And trained

 And trained some more



Pathway Continues

EMS Conferences
Why should you go?

As a director
As a training officer
As a field provider



Pathway Continues

 Taking it home?



Pathways

 UPGRADED 

https://youtu.be/fK7KymWE9mI.

https://youtu.be/fK7KymWE9mI


Pathway Continues
 The pathway to a mastery level in pediatric care is 

not something that happens
 Overnight
 Over 6 months
 Over a year

 It will take EMS providers years to be comfortable 
taking care of kids.

 You have to care about the pathway more than 
anything else!

 You have to train without ceasing!! 



Pathway Continues

Thank You!
rbutcher@burlingtonkyfire.org
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